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1 .. Introduction 
In this report the following problem is treated: 
Consider a lattice 
of m columns and k rows k •·"m .. From these N points n are chosen 
at random without replacementc In the following these points will 
be called ~,,1a2~,point.s, the other N-n points are called white 
p~ ,?::R-~ § 0 
The problem to be considered concerns the joins between black 
A I H 4 J I I . I 11 I ! I . lltl ii I ' ! 
P9~11,~~-' where two points are said to be joined if tr1ey are 
adjacent in a horizontal3 vertical or diagonal way. 
n t I • I C M @~$$ a i t 4,1 $ I 
In a rectangle the points are not equivalent. For k and m ;,t 3 
m-2 k-2 points have joins with 8 other points, 2 m+k-4 points 
have joins with 5 other points and 4 points have joins with 3 
other points .. Therefore we suppose the lattice to be wrapped 
around a torus and the ends joined. Then each point on the torus 
has joins with 8 other points" For k=1 with m > 2 and k--~2 with 
m>2 it is sufficient to wrap the rectangle around a cylinder and 
to join the smaller ends. Then each point on the cylinder has 
joins with 2 other points for k=1 and with 5 other points for k=·=2. 
We now consider the random variable x: the number of black-
black joins. 
Problems closely related to the above described one were 
considered by P .. Vo KRISHNA IYER 1949., 1950 and by P.A.Po MORAN 
1947, 1948 . KRISHNA IYER considered a rectangular lattice of 
m columns and k rows, where the ends are not joined. Concerning 
the choice of the black points he considers two cases: 
1o the case where each point may be black or white 
independently with probability p and 1-p. Then the number of 
black points is a random variable n, 
2. the case described above, where a fixed number n of points 
is chosen at randomQ 
Concerning the 
two cases: 
a. in· his 
vertical or diagonal way, 
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b. in his 1950-paper the case where two points are said to 
be 
The random variables considered by KRISHNA IYER are the number of 
black-black joins and the number of black-white joinso In all cases 
he gives the first and second moment; in some cases also the third 
and fourth moment. Further he states, without a stringent proof, 
that all distributions tend to the normal if k and m both tend to 
infinity. Here he supposes, without clearly mentioning it, that in 
the case of a fixed number of black points 
1;1 .,.: 1 im sup 
N .. ~co 
The asymptotic distribution of the number of black-black joins 
being the same for the case of a rectangle and a torus if k and m 
both tend to infinity, this incomplete proof of KRISHNA IYER 
suggests that the random variable x defined above has asymptotically, 
fork and m ~~), a normal distribution if 131 is satisfied. 
P.AoP. MORAN considers an arbitrary lattice with a fixed or 
, 
a stochastic number of black points. For both cases he gives the 
first and second moment of the number of black-black joins; for 
the case of a stochastic number of black points also the third and 
fourth momento Further he proves the asymptotic normality for the 
case of a rectangular lattice with a stochastic n and with joins 
in a horizontal and vertical wayo 
The abovementioned papers are not the only ones concerning 
this subject. KRISHNA IYER also published some papers in the 
'' Journal of the Indian Society of Agricultural Statistics'' . Further 
Profo Dr. D. VAN DANTZIG drew our attention to the fact that the 
problem is related to the 1' order-disorder1r problem in physics o So 
also in papers concerning this problem results may perhaps be found 
which are important for our problem. 
The results obtained in this paper are 
1. The exact distribution of x for 
..., ..._ .... JII.. ._. ... 
1 KRISH:N"A IYER also gives generalizations for more than two 
dimensions and more than two colours. 
a k=2 with n 
with n 
C m n 
2J3J and 4 
2 and 3 
4, 
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2. The exact probabilities P x- 0 · and P x ···1 for k • - 2 and 3, 
., 7 
3. The first, second and third moment of x, 
4 .. The asymptotic distribution of x for N· ➔~ and lim o. 
This asymptotic distribution is a Poisson-distribution. 
2 .. Notation 
The columns in the rectangle are numbered from 1 tom; the 
rows are numbered from 1 to k. The black points are numbered, in 
the order in which they are chosen, from 1 ton, whereas the pairs 
of black points are numbered in an arbitrary but fixed way, from 
n 
Unless explicitely stated otherwise 
i takes the values 1, ... ,m, 
j tr 1 f 
A and ..... take 1 ! 




1, ..... ,k., 
1., ~., ,n, 
of black points consists of the points A and 
with~<~ then the point~ will be called the first and the 
A black point surrounded by white points only is called an 
:;J..~.9.la~.~.4._ .. ?~a~~,, ,P,?~.~:~ .. - Two adjoining black points are called a 
• 
oined air of black points irrespective of their other joins. 
An isolated joined pair of black points is called a pair of 
twins; a coherently joined set of h black points, which is isolated 
from all other black points is called a run of ho 
All points being equivalent the first black point may be chosen 
on an arbitrary but fixed place and the distribution of x may be 
found by deriving this distribution under the condition that the 
first black point has this fixed positiono Unless explicitely 
stated otherwise we derive the distribution of x and its moments 
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3 .. The distr::..1'Jution of x. for k' -1 
For k-•·1 the exact distribution of x is known for each N and 
no Therefore we only mention some wellknown properties of this 
distribution. 
The exact distribution of x may e .. g" be derived from the 
distribution of the number of runs of black pointso If r is this 
number of runs then cf .. e.g" v,J .. L. STEVENS 1939 and H.Ao KUIPERS 
1957 
3;1 P r r --
It may easily be seen that 






and from 3;1 and 3;2 it follows that 
n N-n-1 
3;3 P x =X' l,{:::::: 1 X n-x-1 N-1 
n-1 
0 









I ' • 
~ , ' 
n n-1 N-n N-n-1 • 
11 "' 
' 2 N-1 N-2 
2 The distribution of r may also be derived from the distribution 
of the number of runs of black points in a row of points of 
length Nt, where the ends are not joined. It' r' is this number 





P r' ==r 
n-1 
r-1 




the distribution of r is obtained by 
cf. e.g. HoA. KUIPERS 1957, p.5 ~ 
• 

















Now let x I a--- .1ote tl1e r1u1nbc:r of 1:1hi te-vJhi te joins II Then 




3;6 :;< ----~~_-_r1_-_:r __ -_1_ 
~\J - ✓i " 
N-11--1 
We now consider the asymptotic distributions of x and x 1 for 
iii' r 111 
N ➔ co. Tl'1e rs.nclom va.rj_RbJ.es x and :ct h3ving hypergeometric 
-~ .. - . 
distributions we may use the well-known asymptotic properties of 
this distribution cf .. e .. g .. C .. VJ'\11EEDEN and J,,Tr10 RUNNENBURG 
1959 o Then we ob·caj_n the follo,·1ing results 
1. if lim 't x k=1 0 then 
N ·► co 
. -
1 i lil P x O I l{ -1 
"' 1• 
.... ,.,,, t @ 
N ··4> co 
2 
1,J ~ (X) 
variable x has asymptotically for N~oo a Poisson 
~-
distribution 
3.. if lffi CY X 
N-> oo 
,, • 1 i ·' · 11 p :-i -r F1 ·ne -1- e r A V -- U . - , - C . L \.J • • 
x- 'tx 
variables o-- X 
X 1 - CX t 
and --- -~·-· bojcl1 hnve asy1r1ptotically for N .. ► ro a standard 
normal distr1 ibution~ 
- 111ei ... c, ■ ... -- ...., .., 
If this condition is satisfied then one of the following 
conditions is satisfied 
2 
. . . 
a n l ]_ .. m -- 0 i~- . --- J 
1: -> 00 
1 i m :.1~ ... =· .: 
1'T ➔ 00 
...... 
~ O < l i m inf ·· ,, .. N $ lim sup 
. ' - .......,....,. l ,.. " 17"' ~
n 
c· lim N 1 lim , _.,,i,,. ,P~M""°'- . . ""'4 Si t !'1" N ..... ➔ co · 
p._ . 1 . N ., 
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lim X 1 k--1 ::-:: 1 i m N-n·
2 
---- exists and 
N -4 co N --.,,. co 
0 < ' < .,.....,,.... , then t he r a d i b 1 1 h 1 
- ~ n om var a ex as asymptotica ly 
for N y(X) a Poisson distribution with parameter~•. 
5o if lim 
N ll>OO 
2 N-n 
-N O then 
1 i m P X' ...... Q k=1 7 -- 1 . 
N- ➔ ro 
We now consider the situation that x pairs of twins and n-2x 
isolated black points occur. This situation is denoted by 
we have 
and 
3;9 P x=x k==1 
1111111 idi 




The equality sign in 3..,9 holds if a.nd only if x::::Q and x~1. 
,..4 
Further we have cf" vi. FELillR 1950 , p. 59, exercise 1t> 





From 3;3 and 3;10 then follows 
3;11. .. , . -
1-> S k-·1 l 
. X J P S x ...... x; k-.. ·-1 X .. ,,,:,• ·-
Consequently, for each finite x, we have 
3;12 lim P 
N~oa 
S x=x•k·-1 X - , -- 1. 
x-1 
i--1 
1 - X n-1 · · 
4. FEL -· 'R considers a row of N • points, where the ends are not 
in r runs 
y 
" i r ::::;:n i is 
which 
r! 
i , .. ,. 1 
r . f • • 1. 
N' -n+1 
r 
footnote 2 · we obtain ·.· 3; 10 ·. ~ 









n has a 
only pairs of twins of black points and isolated black points occur~ 
asymptotically only pairs 
of twins of white points and isolated white points occur. 
40 Some properties of the distribution of x for k=2 
In this section some properties of the distribution of x for 
k 2 will be derived .. The trivial case that m---2 5 is left out of 
consideration; then m ~ 3 N ~ 6 and each point has joins with 5 
other points .. 
In section 4.1 we derive the exact distribution of x for 
section 402 
P x=Olk=2 and P x 1 k=2; 
-3 
<t x- ix k=2 are given in section 4 .. 3 .. 
4.1. The exact distribution of x for n 2, 3 and 4 
for 
k=2 and 
If N~ each po:i..t1t has joins with each of the 5 other points. 
Consequently cfo footnote 5 
4.1;1 p X }n n-1 k••-•2, N 1 
If m > 3 and n•·•-2 the random variable x takes one of tl1e values O 
and 1. If the first black point is chosen N-1 points are 
available for the second black point; 5 of these N-1 points have 
joins with the first black point, consequently 
P x=O k=2, n ····2 
4 .. 1;2 





We now derive the distribution of x for n 3 and we first 
consider the case that N ::- 10 ~ For the second black po int with 
respect to the rirst one the following situations may be 
distinguished: ~ denotes a black point, o a white point 
,ta .._ .,,,. ..__ 
5 .· If m~,. .. 2 each point in the rectangle has joins with each of the 
three other points. Consequently 
. l . P•.. . .. · . . . 1· . _x I'll! "-:~!t-n-, n .... . 
' . ~·· 2 . . . k .·. m .. ··•·2 0 
< ,< l, f'or ... n . '""t • 
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the other situations N-10 • N-1 
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First situation A.1 is considered. If the third black point is 
chosen x takes one nf the values 1,2 and 3 and the number of times 
x takes these values may be counted as follows: 
' 
2 3 3 2 1 
1 2 2 1 
where for the possible positions of the third point the values 
assumed by x are indicated., Consequently for k--2, N -. ► 10 and n .. -3 









For situation Ao2 the same values of x with the same probabilities 
occuro 
In an analogous way the distributions of x under tl1e conditions 
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N-2 
- ., 
IJ x;-~;x B \ P x;.=;x C - P x· ~x D 
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I:, 2 '-X ··-X k= , N ---~ 1 O, n• .... 3 







that 4.1;5 also holds for N=8o 
- 9 -
I 
Similarly it may be seen 
In an analogous way 
obtained: 
the distribution of x for n=4 may be 
• 
- 10 -
X IJ xw .. x l{=-~::2. N· -8, n-- -4 i P x=x k=2 N > 10 n~4 
., J , 























N-12 ___ N-10 _ 
N-2 N-3 
_ 6 N -1 O ___ SN -56 _ 
N-1 N-2 N-3 
3. 57N-550· 
... . 
N-1 ·N-2 , N-3. ~ ' • ' 
48. 1'1-4. 
N-1 }J-2. , N -3. 
' ' . ' 
96 
• 
N-1 N-2 , N-3. 
' I ~ ' 
48 





N-1 N-2 IN-3. I • • • 
4.2. A general expression for P x=O k-2 and P x=1 k=2 
A general expression for 
-
may be obtained as follows. 
The random variable x takes the value O if and only if the 
following situation occurs: 
each column of the rectangle contains at most one black point and 
between two columns containing a black point at least one column 
with two white points occurs. 
This situation is denoted by S. The situation S cannot occur if 
k = N n > 2 ..... If ; consequently 
4.2;1 P x =O k ·-2 · AA 0 
We now con1pute P~S k;2 for 
if 
-< N 
n= 4 ~ 
i\J 
n > 4 . 
If the first 
chosen n-1 isolated columns must be chosen from 
This can be done in cfo 3;3 for x=O 
black point is 
N 
2 1 columns. 
• 
N .. ,,,, 2 -i ... - l 
n-1 
- 41 -
waysc In each of these n-1 columns a black point may be chosen in 
two ways. Consequently the number of ways in which n-1 black 





1 '° e . 
i_)- -n-1 n-1 2 c:... .. 
n-1 





. " 1 
-;··~ .... n-




- - - n-1 2 
n-1 0 for 
also ho~ds for N n>rr . 
I'T 
n> 4 , 
P x 1 k=2 is not derived under the condition that the first 
black point has a fixed position. This p~obability may easier be 
found as follows. 
















































1 if the th '"\) pair of blacl{ points is a joined pai 
4.2;3 
Then 
4 2 I ,, • I J .. 0 , • 
X - , 
•u•• • '\,) 
-




pair of black points is not a 
joined pair . 
P x--4 and x =1 
u ·- -"V 
Further, if ?C.-..;-1, th.'= fol 7 c·: 1AJing situations may be distinguished 
A. The two points of 
column. Then cI'o 4.2;2 
are in tr1e same 
N 
- - n-1 -1 2 
P X ...... 1 X -1 o A ., l<: ..... 2 
··- -'v ✓ 
n-2 2 n-2 N-2 
n-2 
B. The two points of 
column. Then .cf., · 4"2;2 
--' 




















































consequently cf. 4o2;4 
4.2;8 



















n-2 + 4 
_N - n-1 
2 
n-2 








In this section formulae for c x k=2 2 a x l{.-2 and 
x- k=2 will be derived. 
If xlJ n . V -·• 1 , o o o , 2 are defined by 
4.3;1 X -·- L XV V . 
and cf. also 4.1;2 
p xv 1 k· ~2 N-1 
-
4.3;2 
p 0 k 2 N-6 X \J N-1 l 
Now we need the following moments 
x k 2 , 
-V 
_x:v~ k 2 and 
-V a.11.d 
2 X X l{., ,-2 
-\/ K 
for v 








4.3;3 Xv k=2 
Consequently 
......... (x k=2 
' .•.• ,,. 
Further we have, for v K, 






_v --, .. x_ 
n 5 
2 N-1 





-- P x~=1 and ~~=1 k=2 
--
N-1 ° 
For the v an K pair 
may be distinguishedQ 
of black points the ~allowing situations 
pair together consist of three black 
pointso The number of such couples of pairs of black points with 
v ·- K is n n-1 ~-2 and 
4 .. 3;6 P ~v=1 and XK=1 k=2 
-
5 4 
N-1 ., N-2 
2~0 
,_N---1""!""" _N ....... --2!'."""' • 
th th 2. the v and K pair together consist of four black points. 
The number of such couples of pairs of bla.ck points with v +- K 
n-2 n-1 two situations .. _, 
a. the two black pair are in the same 




th first black point of the K pair is 
where 
in one of the columns I or II 
a .. 2 not in one of the columns I or II, 
-l , .. r -· . -1 1 ,,. .... 2 .. a ~ .-1 
_J). K I . \.. . :, w t 
P x· ::.~- -1 l · ,~~ ::2 
- K I • . a .. 2 
3 




·. · ;4.3;8 ·4 ,.,,,u;r 
~".. N -2 
N-6 
Q N-3 -+* I'\" 
. ' ' . 
. . . - '" 
', ,' '·: : . 
. ---
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pair are in adjacent 
columns 
I II 
.. .. III N . .. I --- IT 
.. . :t }t • • or 
Then the first black point of the K pair 
b.1. in one of the columns I or II 
b .. 20 in one of the points III or IV 






p x •U1 
. K k 2;b.1 
-p x· 
.. 1q•• K 1 k- .2; b. 2 
• 
P x K=1 k-- 2;b .. 3 
,_ 



















pair together consist of four black points 
P xy--1 and x K=1 k 2 
• 
•• 
Consequently cf. 4.3~6 and 4.3;11 
X X k-·2 




· N-1 . N-2 . 
Further cf. 4.3;1 
·4.3;13 X k= ~ • 1,~. V -· + r- L ~ ~\Jx K k 2 
V K 
' 















4.3;14 __ 5n n-1_N-6_N-n N-n-1 
2 N N-2 N-3 
In an 
th 
for y.;K --y and v 1/ may be 
together 
consist of 3, 4, 5 or 6 points and we find for N :>· 8 
' 
number of ' ' 
umber three pairs - • f black ·situation k=:z) 
of black - -
. oints oints 
3 y n(n-1)(n-2) 1Q.. '2 I (N-1)(N-2) I (-1.. 
' 
' 
'!I j 68 3n(h-1~ (n-:t~ (n--3) ' a) I +<. I 
4 y (N-1)(N--<-)(N-3) 
v K 60 
n(n-1: ~n-2) :n-3) b) • "'t (N-1J(t--\-Q.) (N-3) 
' 
' ' ' . ' 




V 1.25 N :z.._ 1350N + 378~ 6 K. ... .. • 
• Y ... 
1 ,; ,, )~ ~ 
n(n-1) n-2 n~3 (n-J-i n-5 8 \. \. ' • I (N-1)(N-2J(N-.5)(N-~ )(N-5) 
Further cfo 4.3;1 







k- -2 --· x k=2 k---2 . 
-v 
V \J=f: K Vf K:t=y 
v:;.y 
cfG 4o3;3 J 4.3;12 and the table above 
t.,x 
5n n-1 
= 2 N-1-- + 












3 'tx 2 cr X 
stm •• 
-
cf .. ·4.3;4, · 4.3;14 
. ' 











___________________ _.,...;..... ______ for N > 8 .. 
So Some properties of the distribution of x for k=3 
5 o 1.. The exact distribution of x for n=2., n=3 and N-~16 with n• --4 
If N=9 each point has joins with each of the 8 other pointso 
Consequently cfo also 4"1;1 
-p X k=m=3 · 1 for o<n<go 
For n=2 we have cf. also 4.1;2 
p X 0 k ~ 3,n 2 N-9 N 1 
5o1;2 8 p X 1 k >,. 3,n 2 N-1 
For n=3 the exact distribution of x may be obtained in the 
same way as in section 4010 In this case we have 
X 
-P x--~x n 3.,k=3,N ~12 
... -
P -x ·x n · 3 , k > 3 , N 7: 16 -
~ -
+----------...-. -· ----------.J-•-·-·-·---·---------------t 
0 
·N-1 N-2 
• • • • 
N-1 N-2 
. . ' . 
1 
· N-1 N-2 
\ . . . 
24 'N-13. 
-- "'- ...... ~:--, N-1 N-2 
' . ~ . 
2 ---·~4-~ l,N-1. ~N-2. 
3 --·~8 __ N-1 N-2 
.. . ~ 
24 
-- -~-N-1 N-2 \ . ' . 
Further we have for n . k;;m.,..4 N ·16 
~~---=--- ... -----.-------· ,Ji,-- ..._._._ti._. -
X 
-P x=x n=k===m=41 ; 
-
.... 



























-5o2. A general expression for P x=O k=3 
If k· 3 a general expression for 
-
and P! x=1 k=3 
- I 
and Pr x=1 k=3-
·-
may be obtained in the same way as in section 4a2c 
- 17 -
In this case the random variable xis equal ·to zero if and 
only if the following situation occurs: 
each column contains at most one black point and between two 
columns containing a black point at least one column with three 
white points occurso . 
In an analogous way as in section 4.2 we then find 
P X--0 k=3 
and 















., ..... 11, ... n N 6 · - n-1. + . 
5 .3. The mean., variance and third moment of x for kt::, 3. 
,,.... . . 
Formulae for the 
way as in section 5~2 
. variables x )) ... , .. 1, . C • ., 
,u,,, V 
moments of x may be obtained in the same 
for k=2. We again consider the random 
n 
Pl x -C5 .k:;. 3 
,_ 







,. . N·2·1·· 
As in section 4~3 we need the following moments 
k .?~ 3 2 k ~- 3 and c ·X Xv , l} 
I . -~ 3 and E 2 k:,. 3 X X 
'-I K, 
;~ X X X k::- 3 
- -'l.1-K.-y I 
From 5.3;1 it follows that 
- , .. ~ 
-·--
- )) 1 
Consequently 











P X =1 k > 3. = 
II u1• )> -" 
4n n-1 
-N-1 
For the th )) black points v K we again consider 







th .. th 
1. the v and K pair together consist of three black pointso 
Then 
5a3;4 
•···• P xK .... 1 k> 3 
-
8 7 
•4 ,fr ,.._. 
N-1 N-2 
56 
-~ ~~....-N-1 N-2 " 
2. the pair together consist of four black points a 
Then it may be proved in the same way as in section 403 · that 
·5.3;5 XX -k~r••3 ··~ 't 
•• It. i.Y M1"111 K 
Consequently cf. also 4o3;12 
·5.3;6 LL-.-
and from 
,· 5.· ·3 •1· . 
·. ' . ' ., '.· ' 
vt=K. 
~-- · 






In an analogous way 
consist of 3 ... 
section 4.3 
4, 5 or 6 points and we find for N > 9 
tr .. umber of number 
~C?Sv 0 l< ~'l) p -~ \J= ~ ~ o:f three pairs --situation . ... lack of black k-3 - m > Li. 
oints points '.I 
. 
3 ') '( n(n-1')(n-2.) .38 ("N-1 )lN ~i) ' \.c. i
, .. w a • & QZI II .. 
, 






_,54 3n(n-1 )(n-2 )(n - 3 ') I a) I ! • l( 4 • (N -1) ( N -.:t )( N- ~) 
'{ j 1 
• j 
• 
v 036 ' kc 6) n(n-1)(n-2')(n-3) 
'I (N-1 )( 1'1 - 2. )( N- 3) 




5 .,., k: 1n(r1-1 ;(n-2 )(n- 3 )(n-1-i) .li.y8 N 2.388 -
:L -(N-i)(N-1)(N-3)(N~Li) 
- - ' 
6 
.,, 
'· 5i ~ N 2 - 5 760 N ·t- l 7 A -~ ~ i n(r1-1 )(n-2.)( h-3)( n-J... )(n ·5) l< ... 
- --~--- ' ' 
( N-1) (N- l )(N - :, )( N-LJ)(N-5) • l .. 
- 19 -










: l ' 
. :::: ( N-1· .N-2-
I M I I 7 ;p a 3 :;; rrn,n: u #. 1.; I n,i! ttJNFQ 
::,68 






(N-1) (N- 2 )(N-3) lN-~) 
512. Nl..- 5760 N + 173.Lt-L. 
( N- l ) ( N - :2. )( N-3) ( N • ~) ( N - 5) 
• 
----- . 
__ ,, __ .,.,,...._, ........... ~-· ,·---, ..,_. --!!""' --· ·- -, ... -~-~ ~-,,.--- .... --,..- . " - --- - .. -·~ ---- - .•• --..--= ... ,_._, .... , ... ·-··T'·•-~-·----... , ___ ,. ~--
-' 




N-1 N-2 N-3. 












N--1 N-2 + 
• • • • 
48N+1260 · 
---=--i N-1- N-2. N-3 













+ E n n-1 n 2 n-3 . n-4 n-5 N-1 N-2 N-3 N- N-5. 
. ' . . . . 
' . . 




From 5o3;9 and 5.3;10 then follows Cfo also 
5.3;11 <t x-'lx 3 >~ 
- -
--
o ··• or N=9 
n(, .-1)(N-n)(N-h-·1) 
h h-1)(N-h)(N-h---1) 
~(N-17) (N--1)(N1.-2-1 N-1.., ')+ 1h(N-n)(\'t +23) 
_______ ,, .. -- -----
. (N-1) 3 N-2.)(N-!i)(N-L;)(N-5) 
6. The asymptotic distribution of x for N --~ oo 
In this section we consider the asymptotic distribution of x 
for N> C(). 
Now let a denote the number of joins of each point, then 
6;1 
a--2 for k=1 
a 5 for k=2 
a=8 for k~3 . 
Let further cf. section 3 
joins, then cfo 3o5 




X + a 
an n-1 
2 N-1 
IIHlt I I 
f...{) 
GX f a N-n .. N-n-1 2 N-1 
Now the following cases may be distinguished cf. section 3 
1. lim ~x .. - 0 
N ·>co 
N- ➔ CO 
- - - - ... •••n Jilil _.. 
lim ix exists and O<A<co 
N ~·· ➔ CD 
6 If this condition is satisfied, then cf. footnote 3 one of 
the following conditions is satisfied 
a · - ....... 1 im - :::::; oo 
N ... ,,.➔ oo 
C . ' ,. 1 
, 





it~i-i;>_, :: ' ' . 
-' .- '. -· • • '<' ' . '" 
40 · im x exists and 0<;,.:<oo 
N .. :,oo 
5., lim f xr 
N➔co 
o. 
It may easily be seen that cfo 3;7 and 3;8 
1 0 lim p x· ~o .,, .. 1 if lim 't;x 
6;4 N ·~<:o N➔co 
2o lim p X 1 ~---0 1 if lim ext 
JIP. 
N ~co N➔oo 
'"' .. 0 
o. 
the = QC) 0 For k==1 the 
-· -N· ··->co 
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X- € X X 1 - t X 1 
under this condition 
~- ' 
follows from the properties of the hypergeometric distribution 
cf .. section 3 . For 'k?, 2 A oR .. BLOEMENA 1960 proved the 
Y- t X X 1 - t X 
asymptotic normality of =-..,.-.::.= and ··· ···· -
cf X cf xt under the condition 
11 ; 
cf. footnote 6 
6;5 
hold fork and m •···~~ 
. . . 
This asymptotic normality does not only 
cfo section 1 , but also for finite k 
normality for k > 2 under the condition 
and m-~m. The asymptotic 
. 2 0 
or 
1 .. n im · -N➔oo N 
has not yet been proved. 
2 
0 and lim n_ •»*a) 
N··· ►CO 








exists and O<~<oo. Then 
· 6 ·8 · J . n lim ..... O. 
. N 
N · ➔oo 
. . 
asymptotically·ror 
cf o footnote 6 · 
. ' ' ' 
. ' '_ . ' 
.,,_ -._: ~ ., '. . 1.e · 
• • • • • 
• 
'., . 
. . • _ _c. 








For k=1 this follows from the properties of the hypergeometric 
distribution cfo section 3 o For k=2 and k=3 with x--o or x=1 
6;9 follows from the exact formulae for this probability 
cfo 4c2j2, 402;8 3 5~2;1 and 5 .. 2;2 ~ = = eogo 
it follows from 402;2 
n-1 
P x--O k==2 
i--1 
consequently cfo 6;8 
6;11 - -lim ln P x==O 1,c= 
N .. ,.co 
n-1 
• 























In an analogous way 6; 9 may be proved for k=2 w:1 th x- .. 1 and 
for k~3 with x=O and x=1 .. 
In the general case 6;9 may be proved as followso 
The random variable x takes the value O if and only if each 
black point is an isolated black pointe Now suppose 1··1 black 
points 1 <i-1 <n-1 are chosen in such a way that they are all 
black point N - i-1 points are 
availah~e ~~nd at least N - a+1 i-1 of these points have no 
joins with the i-1 black pointso Consequently 
6;12 . .> P x·· ·O 
n 
i 2 
N - a+1 _ i-1 
N - . i-1 
and from 6i12 it follows that 
6;13 lim inf 
N· ... ·· ► oo 
P x=O > 










Now consider the situation that x pairs of twins occur and n-2x 
isolated black points cfo section 3 o This situation is denoted 
by S. and we have 
. . X 




where the equality sign holds if and only if x=O and x-10 
Now we have 
6;15 P x:v ::::: 1 s X 
Consequently :J for x).. 0.., 
-
D x)} .J.. 







-t p Xy 11 n p s -X ... -1 _,,, l> 





....::::;::....·=· ..• P S X · -1 
X X -V 
Further 




- S l -
X 
Now we have cf. 6;13 
6;19 lim inf 










-- lim inf 
N · ~co 
o., 
r- > -A P S .... ~ e 
0 
If we suppose that, for a certain value of x, 
6;20 lim inf PS 
X N · ... ··"· ... ,. oo 
..... 
_,, 
-A X e A 
X ' .. 
0 
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s x>' X 




.. 1 a.a Ill .... en• lltt: I_ .... 
1 im inf P x "··•x ~ 









> e .:x. 
xt 
7 This will be proved at the end of this section. 
1 -• 
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6;22 lim P x==x 
N·· >·CC 





Consequently x possesses asymptotically a Poisson distribution 
with parameter\ and asymptotically only pairs of twins 
of black points and isolated black points occurQ 
An alternative proof of asymptotic Poisson distribution may be 
found in A.R~ BLOE~MENA 1960 o 
asymptotically a Poisson distribution with parameter A1 • In 
case asymptotically only pairs of twins of white points and 
isolated white points occuro 





Let Yv denote the number of joins pair with the 





• 6; 24 1 i m l...,i y_),/ x Y = 1 :::,: 0 and 11 m P -;f_'ll • -0 · x Y = 1 ·- 1 Q 















p -, and 0 X .... 1 o;olPloP b ";£ -~ t y; ' X Pi 
.... - P ,,_Z'>J :: : 0 x y == 1 C p 
I P. S y ... ·0 X · 1 ... ,.. ,. X .s_H1., ::.> '_')) 
-
.. ' . 
Y._y -. 0 , X ;v . 1 • 
" 
Further, if ~v=O and x»-1, there are at least N-2a points 
available for the n-2 black points, obtained by omitting the 
with the situation that these n-··2 black points chosen from at 
least 
· ··6···. -27 · 
..... , . 
points give the situation 
lim. P 
N➔oo 
s y .. m.o X ,m,,.v , X. 1 - p a:it 111n Y 
From 6; 26. and ·. 6; 27 · then follows 
'?, • C. ;:,,; .6 8 . -, . . ., . _,.. 
,. ' . ' -· . ,· 
·-·:_ s.: { . ;_ ,- . • • . . • . ' ;,,,, ,.·.·" 2 .... . ·.
.. _.-,. "·· - . 
:,.c.:.;_ .. :., ·--
"'" ' ' 
lim 
N ~co 
P • S '.·. X .. , .. 1 . 









.,. 0 .. 
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